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Is winter getting colder? Well
placed into the creek in the float box we used. The chub
here it is April and the temperature was by far the largest chub by over a pound that I have ever
is 35 degrees. The water temp has
caught in the creek. Neat…… possible hold-overs, world
finally gotten warm enough so that record chub……things are looking up!
my feet last longer than 2 hours. Just
We use to fish throughout the entire winter. I typically
2 weeks ago my maximum time I
do not go out anymore if the temperature is below 34. For
could last was just a few minutes
me, the guides freezing up gets to be too much of a pain. I
past 2 hours. When I decided to
use to fish no matter the temperature but one of the luxuries
move, my feet were not only cold but my entire leg…..this of retirement is…..being flexible. In my working days, I
makes it dangerous to move around rocks as my mind
fished on the weekend regardless of temperature. Now I
thought my leg was high enough above the rocks but my
have gotten wiser! Imagine that! If the temperature is not
leg just did not move that much…..hmmm time to shuffle
34 or more I do not fish. This year I added another parameto the bank before falling in.
ter. I also did not go if the creek was frozen even if the temJust a few years ago, during the last week of Feb, I
perature was above 34! On spring creeks like Valley, the
called Dick Allebach at 7:30 AM. I told him, stop eating
water was always warmer than freestone streams but this
breakfast and get over to the Pickering. I was catching ris- year even that stream was cold, especially when the spring
ing trout on midges on the surface. This year, during the
run-off occurred. The stream was really cold and the fish
same date, I would be standing where the trout were rising activity was slim to none.
Reel Tail concludes on page 5
as the ice was 8” thick there. We think global warming is
an oxymoron. How can it be warmer
when we are having colder and colder
winters? It seems that the warmer porFall 2015 Preliminary Meeting Schedule
tion is way up north near the polar ice
Meetings are held at the Kimberton Fire Co. Fairgrounds Meeting Hall.
Doors open at 7:15 PM. Meeting begins at 7:30PM.
caps. That warmth pushes the normal
cold air south…to us and Alaska has one
of their warmest winters ever. At least
September 28 (Monday)
that is my interpretation listening to the
To be announced
weather experts.
Oh well…we stocked French Creek in
October 26 (Monday)
mid-March after 3 postponements. The
Fly Fishing the Laurel Highlands of
creek was frozen over so solidly that kids
Southwestern
Pennsylvania and Northern Maryland
were ice skating on the deep holes! After
Featuring Mike Steiner
the ice out, we put a bunch of fish in the
From Nemacolin Woodlands Resort’s Orvis Lodge
creek from just below the cable pool on
down to Roberts bend. While stocking we
November 30 (Monday)
saw a black stonefly. That was encouragFishing the Roamer-From Trout to Muskies
ing. I have been to the creek 3 times since
Featuring Jake Villwock
and have yet to see another bug. One of
Fishing Manager at Yellow Breeches Outfitters
the bugs to use now is a woolly BUGger.
Two of the fish pictured came out of
December 28 (Saturday)
French Creek on woolly BUGgers. The
Fly Tying Roundup
rainbow was a very dark fish. Could it
We will have vises and materials for beginners and will provide lots of instruction.
have been a hold-over? Who knows? I
Bring ideas and/or questions for answers from our expert tyers. Bring your own
equipment and join in.
did not see any fish that dark and thick
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Shad
by Mike Ferraro
People say it’s time to go for shad when the shadbush blooms to any success. The Delaware River, above Trenton and Lamor the dogwood or the forsythia are in flower. In any event, for
bertville offers good American Shad fishing for Wade Fisherthose of us here in SE Pennsylmen. Be Careful- It’s big The Schuylkill River below Fairvania, the time is at hand to be
mont Dam (boathouse Row) offers Shad fishing. That would
on the stream to try to catch this
be a pretty area to try once. Check out shad fishing reports on
acrobatic anadromous fish. Trywoofish.com http://woofish.homestead.com/
ing to forget this longest and
FISHREPORTS.html
most brutal winter we’ve had in
For tackle, I like to
some time is a little easier when
use a sink tip or sinking
we can fish for shad. Believe
line. For hickories in
me, the season is later this year
deer creek a 5 wt with a
than last year, but the old adages
10 ft sinktip and a short
of phenology hold true. The For3 ft. leader. On the rivsysthia are blooming and shad
ers, a 7 wt. rod with a
are here.
250 grain, 24 foot sink
Where is here? Well, from
tip with a short leader. I
the beginning of April until
normally use 3x tippet
maybe the end of May we have
and will sometimes use 2
Hickory shad in the Susquehanflies or a fly and a flutter
na River below the Conowingo
spoon. The flies I tie up
dam in the state of Maryland. They will be followed by Ameriare bright weighted patcan or White shad, usually at the beginning of May. You can buy
terns, usually on a #6 or
a Maryland tidal
#8 hook. Get some sillicense for $22.50
ver, chartreuse, red and
and fish for
pink in there and you’ll
American shad
be fine. I f you’re a trout
and hickories in
guy and have some
the shadow of the
Mickey Finns, they’ll work well.
dam.
Pick your spot, cast cross current and let the fly
Buy the freshwater Maryland
license and fish
for a great run of
hickories in Deer
Creek on the west
side of the river.
The scenery on
the creek in Susquehanna State
Park is worth the cost. Fish
with Bald Eagles and great
Blue Heron and see who gets
more. I’ve also caught hickories in the Octoraro on the east
side of the river.
The Brandywine Creek has
swing. Strip it in and do it again. And on the riva shad run that comes up as far
ers, I like use a tripping basket; it makes it easy
as Dam 1 in the city of Wilto control your line and make longer casts.
mington. Terry Peach , a fly
Anyway, the purpose of my writing this short
shop owner fishes there and
blurb about fishing for shad is not a how to artihas had success. I’ve fished
cle. It’s to say that there is time value here; shad
there but was leery of the urruns happen only once a year and they’re going
ban area. There have been
on now in a stream near you. Get out there and
stockings of hickory shad larfish for them.
vae in the Brandywine and Ridley Creek as well but I can’t speak
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Simple Innovation Revealed
By John Burgos
If you missed it, DJL ended last year with the December
use a pedestal mount, rotating vise. This will adapt to any vise.
monthly meeting. As usual
The important thing is that it is in place to pull backwe held our "Fly Tying
wards.
Roundup". This meeting
Start by tying in any material (second image down)
has always been an opporHere, the material is yarn used for the Sucker Spawn.
tunity for novice tyers to
This fly is tied by making a series of loop in the
learn a great hobby and for
yarn, tying each down (third image down) The compolished members to show
plexity has always been the logistics of getting large
off a little of their skills.
fingers next to small flies. This cleanly pulls the yarn
For me, the meeting was
back, cleanly exposing tie down point (fourth image
a perfect exposition of
down).
"simple" innovation. First
For the
of all, credit goes out to our own Mike Ferraro for demonstrating
Sucker
the simplest of tools to help with specific tying issues.
Spawn, conThe tool is simply an "L" shaped hook formed with any availtinue up to the
able firm wire, preferably about 1/16” thick. The hook connects
hook eye to
to your vise with an elastic band. The tool is used to pull matericomplete the
al tied in from behind backfly (bottom
ward and away from obimage).
structing the hand while
It sounds
making the next wraps of
as basic as it
material. This tool was
is. But, I had never seen this tool used. Since the
perfectly suited tying one
meeting, I have experimented with this tool several
of my favorite winter pattimes. I will be incorporating it into tying other patterns, the Sucker Spawn.
terns.
On the top left is a picThe beauture of the tool. Don’t be
ty of this tool
fooled by its simplicity.
is that it can
Mike brought this tool to the meeting after hearing me talk
be utilized
about tying this simple pattern, determined to show me a better
during many
way. Now, this article isn't about tying any specific pattern, but
different patthe use of tools and innovation to simplify the process.
terns whenIf you've ever tied Sucker Spawn, then you know that it is a
ever material
simple enough by itself.
needs to be
What could make it easier?
pulled out of
Mike's simple tool is the
the way.
answer. There are always
Like an extra
"snags" that get in the way
hand, the tool will increase your tying efficiency alwhen tying this pattern (eg.
lowing you to make cleaner flies in less time.
yarn snagging your finMaybe you've developed a tying method or have
gers).
come up with a unique time saving technique. If so,
Here is how simple this
why not share it? We would enjoy hearing about it.
tool is to use.
Attach to your vise. I
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The Early Morning Streamer Bite
By Pat Burke
As the long days of summer begin to roll in, one of my favorite times to fish is at first light. When I refer to first light, I really
mean that it should still be dark when you are walking to the
stream and rigging up. If you are not in position to start fishing
when the blue haze begins to form, then you are too late.
Nymphing can be very good at these times, but I like to focus my
efforts on streamer fishing. Usually the bite window is short –
maybe an hour if you are lucky.
On this particular morning, I was
right on schedule as I slowly waded
into position. The water was average flows, but muddy from a brief
overnight thunderstorm. I used the
murky water to my advantage,
creeping into position until I was
slightly more than a rod’s length
away from the bank. The dark stain
and low light concealed my presence from the fish as I worked my
way up river. I was not casting in a traditional fly fishing
sense. Most cases I was underhand lobbing, call it dabbing, my
streamers in amongst overhanging brush, limbs, bushes, trees,
tires, kid’s toys, and whatever other items jutted out from the
bank creating a current break for the fish.
Over the next half an hour, I worked slowly up to the bend in
the river with a pair of my highest confidence streamer patterns. I took a few smaller fish and spotted a few other flashes
near my flies. You can never be sure, but I’d like to think that at

least a few sizable fish had come over for a look at the flies, hidden with perfect camouflage, low light, and the stained water.
So far this morning was not really what I was hoping for, but all
it takes is one good fish to change the mood. So I pressed on,
almost in a trance – lobbing, retrieving, stepping. Once I reached
the bend, I turned around and fished my way back downstream,
covering the same water a second time. I’ve found that a downstream approach, where you are
retrieving your flies back upstream
towards you, sometimes works
better in higher, stained water. Although it is slightly unnatural to be pulling your patterns back
upstream through heavy water, the
retrieve is slower, and it gives the
fish more time to react to the fly.
I had just about reached my
starting point for the morning when
placed a cast on the upstream side
of a bush, within inches of the bank. A noticeable bulge on the
surface, notified me of the presence of an underwater object. It
created a nice cushion in front of it, easily significant enough to
hold a good fish. First strip there was a quick flash, followed by
the sound of the drag piercing through the calm morning silence.
Pat Burke is a fishing buddy of John Burgos and contributed this
article and the photo for our newsletter. For more articles
written by Pat go to his website at http://troutbitten.com.

Cancelled: 23rd Annual Learn to
Fly Fish Course

Looking Back:
2015 French Creek Float Stocking

I guess eventually all good things must come to an end.
On Saturday, April 18, 2015, the League was scheduled to
hold its 23rd Annual Learn to Fly Fish Course at Baker
Field Pavilion at the Phoenixville YMCA. Unfortunately, it
never happened. As of the week before, we had only three
students signed up, a father and his two daughters. As a
result, the Board decided to cancel the event. Whether we
try again next year remains to be determined. Revenues
from the course supported our sponsorship of two kids to
the Chester County Conservation Camp.
Many thinks to all who set aside this Saturday to be a
part of the program or help out.
-Bob Molzahn, Course Coordinator

After all the snow and freezing weather this past winter
League members finally were able to float stock the DHFFO
section on French Creek. Three previous attempts were postponed due to weather conditions and ice that covered the
stream.
Many thanks to all that helped out and especially to Ian
Shumaker, Bob Wagner, Bob Molzahn, Robert Coffey, Ed
Nugent, Joe King, Emerson Cannon, Dave Capone and Jim
Shaughnessy who manned the float boxes and carried buckets.
We were able to stock 28 buckets of nice browns and
rainbows in record time and on a beautiful March day.
-Dick Allebach, Stocking Coordinator
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PFBC Announces “Save Our Susquehanna!” Campaign
The Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission (PFBC) on June
2 announced that it has launched an “S.O.S. - Save Our Susquehanna!” campaign to fund water and soil conservation projects
along the Susquehanna River, whose young smallmouth bass
population has been plagued over the last decade by illness and
elevated mortality rates.
“The Susquehanna River is sick and someone has to take steps
to fix it before it is too late,” said PFBC Executive Director John
Arway. “This is about conservation and protecting our aquatic
resources so they may be enjoyed by future generations as guaranteed by our state constitution. We need leadership to begin
working on fixing problems that we know exist.”
“The PFBC’s very mission of Resource First requires us to
step up our efforts to help our smallmouth fishery before it’s too
late,” he added. “The time for action is now. This campaign will
help fund projects to reduce known sources of pollution in critical areas where diseased bass have been found.”
Examples of some projects include:
 Identifying sites and working with willing farmers and colleges and universities to test soils and reduce nutrient and sediment run-off to control nuisance algae blooms that produce low
oxygen levels and high pH conditions that are harmful to young
bass; and
Working with physicians and hospitals throughout the basin to
keep pharmaceutical drugs and other endocrine-disrupting chemicals (EDCs) out of the river because of the harmful effects that
they cause to fish.
From now until the end of the year, the PFBC expects to receive $3 million in revenue from sales of approximately 130,000
resident annual, senior resident annual, and non-resident annual
licenses. Under the S.O.S. - Save Our Susquehanna! campaign,

once the $3 million threshold is met, all additional sales from the
three licenses will be dedicated solely to funding Susquehanna
River projects.
“To kick off the campaign, we are pledging $50,000 in matching funds from the Commission,” Arway said. “I’m optimistic
that we will raise and exceed the $50,000 from anglers, other
conservationists, and anyone who cares about our natural resources and supports our efforts to do everything in our power to
protect and conserve them.”
“Once we raise $50,000, the S.O.S. - Save Our Susquehanna!
campaign will have its first $100,000 to begin working on projects to fix the river,” he added.
Arway added that anyone can contribute to the campaign
by purchasing a fishing license.
“The fishing license is simply the mechanism we’re using to
raise the funds,” he said. “You don’t have to be an angler. You
just have to care about the Susquehanna River. By buying an
annual fishing license, you can help make this campaign a success.”
A resident annual fishing license is $20; senior resident
annual $9; and non-resident annual $50.
Also, individuals can further demonstrate their support by purchasing a special S.O.S. - Save Our Susquehanna button for just
$10. A fishing license is required in order to purchase the button
and all proceeds from the button sales will also go to fund the
campaign. Buttons will be available to purchase on June 8.
Arway added that anglers and individuals also have the option of
contributing to the campaign by writing a check to “S.O.S. –
Save Our Susquehanna” and mailing it to the PFBC headquarters
at P.O. Box 67000, Harrisburg, PA 17106.

Reel Tails continued from page 1
So, one solution to keep doing fishing activities in the cold, is
to tie flies. I still know a bunch of us old guys who periodically
meet and we tie
flies then go out
to lunch. This is
not affected by
temperature and
it is always fun.
However, It
seems as if the
only fishing solution is to go
south….like way
south and I definitely did that.
The picture on
the first page is one of a bonefish taken in February at Crooked Island, Bahamas. That works!
Let’s hope spring gets sprung, bugs come out and we can fish
surface bugs and get back at it.
On another note, a big thanks goes to Dick Allebach for or-

ganizing the annual pre-season stocking of our French Creek. We
finally did it Tues, March 17. It was postponed three other times
due to the creek being frozen solid! The actual helpers
were Robert Coffey, Ian Shumaker, Bob Molzahn, Dick Allebach, Charlie Wagner, Joe King, Jim Shaughnessy, Ed
Nugent and Emerson Cannon.

These guys carried buckets and float stocked the creek and distributed the trout so that all of us can enjoy fly fishing nearby.
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Fly Fishers

P.O. Box 178 Kimberton, PA 19442

Officers and Board of Directors
President– Emerson Cannon
Vice President– Vacant
Secretary– John Burgos
Treasurer– Bob Molzahn
Membership- Mike Ferraro
Sponsor Relations- Joe King
Fly Fishing Course/Newsletter- Bob Molzahn
Outreach- Ted Nawalinski Website- Tim King
Board Members- Dick Allebach, Troy Dunn,
Bob Moser Jr., Jerry Sizemore,
Mike Costello, Jack Mickievicz
Member dues per calendar year are
$20-Individual, $25-Family.
For new members please add $5.
Newsletter Editor- Bob Molzahn
Articles, news, and fly tying tips are
gratefully accepted.
Please send them to rfm1949@comcast.net

Dame Juliana League Fly Fishers

is an affiliated member club of the
International Federation of Fly Fishers
Visit our website at

www.djlflyfishers.org

Send comments, inquiries and address
changes to djlffpa@gmail.com

ORVIS DOWNINGTOWN
®

BRANDYWINE SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
70 QUARRY ROAD, UNIT K (Just Rt. 30)
DOWNINGTOWN, PA 19335
Over 10,000 Flies
Extensive Selection Of Fly Rods, Reels, And Lines
Fly Tying Materials And Supplies
Casting Lessons And Trips Available

Tel/610-873-8400
Fax/610-873-3830

A SportingTradition Since 1856

